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Military Chaplains' Review Routledge
Safest Place in Iraq tells the stories of men and women who experienced God during the war in Iraq,
demonstrating the truth that Christian military chaplains are still allowed to openly share Christ and provide
pastoral ministry, if they do it right. Even on good days, living for Christ is a challenging, risk-laden
endeavor. One way to make the task a bit easier is to see how other Christians have successfully navigated
their temptations and struggles. Safest Place in Iraq aims to do just that, by peering behind the curtain and
showing how one military chaplain handled the various dangers, people, and circumstances he encountered during
his war-time deployment in South Central Iraq. The result is a story that ranges from death and destruction to
friendship and faith, and from temptation and torment to redemption and revival. Colonel Paul Linzey US Army
Chaplain (Ret.) identifies the broad themes that everyone—both Christian and non-Christian—has to deal with
when the going gets tough. He also shows by example what it takes to overcome life’s obstacles, whether
dodging mortars in the desert, or fighting fear, loneliness, and temptation at home or at work. And in the
process, Safest Place in Iraq shows that it is possible to remain true to one’s values and calling as a person
of faith in a hostile world.

Nave's Handbook on the Army Chaplaincy UNC Press Books
This book argues that the standardization of the American military chaplaincy occurred during the Civil War. It shows that the
chaplains of the North and South provided the model on which the modern chaplaincy is based. This model is seen in both the
regulations which were established during this war and the actual ministry of the chaplains with the men of their assigned units. To
accomplish this task, the book traces the history of the military chaplaincy from the American Revolution through the American Civil
War. This analysis relies heavily on official documents and reports as well as personal accounts, letters, and diaries. It also
incorporates appropriate secondary source material.

For God and Country Christian Faith Publishing, Inc.
Prepared by the Office of the Chief of Chaplains, United States Army, this handbook provides a useful guide to the beliefs and practices of a
number of religious groups. It provides a useful reference, both for professionals such as airport and hospital chaplains, and for lay readers
interested in a basic guide to religious groups not readily covered in other references. A specific purpose of the handbook was also to limit
the amount of information provided on each group. Thus, while the information is accurate (in most instances approved by authorities from
the individual groups themselves), it is by no means comprehensive. The material presented in the handbook was derived through an
extensive research effort. The handbook includes 37 different group descriptions, divided into seven categories. The categories are: Christian
Heritage Groups Japanese Heritage Groups Jewish Groups Indian Heritage Groups Islamic Groups Sikh Groups Other Groups Among the
uniform topics covered for each group are: historical roots, origins in the U.S., number of adherents in the U.S., organizational structure,
leadership and role of priesthood, who may conduct worship services, is group worship required, dietary laws or restrictions, special religious
holidays, funeral and burial requirements, autopsy, cremation, medical treatment, is a priest required at the time of death, basic teachings or
beliefs, and ethical practices.
Confidence in Battle, Inspiration in Peace Barbour Publishing
This book takes us beyond the usual writings about religious ministry. It invites us iinto closed communities, some more closed than others, and allows us to observe
the day-to-day crisis ministries in which the chaplains are engaged. We visit battlefields, prisons, hospitals, hospice settings, college campuses, veterans' centers, and
retirement facilities. The writer draws some interesting conclusions about the uniqueness of the chaplaincy and what the greater church can learn from this growing
model.
Safest Place in Iraq Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
During the second half of the twentieth century, the American military chaplaincy underwent a profound transformation. Broad-based and
ecumenical in the World War II era, the chaplaincy emerged from the Vietnam War as generally conservative and evangelical. Whitt foregrounds
the voices of chaplains themselves to explore how those serving in Vietnam acted as vital links between diverse communities, working personally
and publicly to reconcile apparent tensions between their various constituencies. Whitt also offers a unique perspective on the realities of religious
practice in the war's foxholes and firebases, as chaplains ministered with a focus on soldiers' shared experiences rather than traditional theologies.
The Best and Worst of Times Manchester University Press
REVISED EDITION ABSTRACT (Special Features Listed Below): Considering the call to ministry can be a difficult process. When one senses a call to ministry outside the
traditional church setting, such as the military Chaplaincy, there can be a greater deal of difficulty in discerning the call. The author writes from a Christian perspective and
holds the premise that the vocation of military Chaplaincy is a high and honorable calling from God. This book examines the call to serve as a military Chaplain in the
United States Armed Forces among a group of fifteen seminary students. The majority of the participants were students at Columbia International University. Several others

attended Liberty University Baptist Theological Seminary. To assist these students in discerning a call to military Chaplaincy, a three-session small group workshop was
developed and held during the semester. The goal of the students was to discern and demonstrate a clear call to military Chaplaincy as they participated in the workshop.
The goal of the workshop facilitator, who also helps recruit military Chaplains, was to list and interpret the common factors and vocational motivations of the seminary
students called to serve as military chaplains. This book also explores the call to military Chaplaincy as an act of ministry that involves an initial call from God, the
confirmation of the Church, and the obedience of the person who says, "Here am I, send me" (Isaiah 6:8b). The author views Christian Chaplains in the military as an
extension of Christ's ministry to all people and examines several Biblical texts that relate to the various aspects of the military chaplaincy and provide a Biblical basis for
ministry. The outcomes of this research project will benefit military Chaplain recruiters, vocational counselors, denominational endorsers of military Chaplains, and any
person who is considering the military Chaplaincy as a vocation. REVISED EDITION SPECIAL FEATURES: Over 55 new pages in a new appendix which includes over
300 unique Chaplaincy websites and resources in the following major functional areas of professional Chaplaincy: - Military Chaplaincy- Healthcare Chaplaincy-
Correctional Chaplaincy- Corporate Chaplaincy- Public Safety Chaplaincy- Sports and Recreational Chaplaincy- Disaster Relief Chaplaincy- Educational Chaplaincy-
Community Chaplaincy- Transportation, Travel, and Tourism Chaplaincy DETAILED CHAPLAINCY RESOURCE SECTION: The new appendix also includes
dedicated sections that provide Chaplaincy websites and resources which address the following areas: - Clinical Pastoral Education Programs- Choosing a Degree Program
in Chaplaincy- Sources of Information for Student Financial Aid- Faith Group & Denominational Ecclesiastical Endorsers for Chaplaincy- Continuing Education for
Chaplains- Professional Development for Chaplains- North American Professional Chaplaincy, Counseling, Pastoral Care Organizations- International Chaplaincy,
Counseling, and Pastoral Care Organizations- Chaplain Ministry with Military Personnel and War Veterans- Free Resources for Military Chaplains
The Spirit Divided Rowman & Littlefield
Based on extensive in-depth interviews with more than thirty active duty chaplains regarding their successes, failures and conflicts, the book is about the way military
chaplains handle religious diversity among the enlisted they serve and within their own corps.
Men of God, Men of War Mercer University Press
As an army chaplain for 30 years, I had opportunity to work with and serve as pastor of the world community of God’s greatest creation. I never felt called to
be a neighborhood pastor though I loved it. Reflections of an Army chaplain are just that. The book is a composite of written and resurfaced experiences and
not always in chronological order. I apologize to the many friends who at varied stages of my development encouraged me to publish my thoughts. I further
apologize for criticizing the many graduate and post-graduate level professors whose uniquely inspired presentations were not put in print. In spirit, for
whatever justification, I was not ready until today. So, you get the whole load. Whoever you are, I love you in Christ. Thanks for sharing your time while
permitting me to unload on you. My goal is consistent: Respect our flag and Constitution for whom Americans have fought and died protecting; The
Christian faith, at its core , not necessarily in its practice, is not the only world religion but the one, I believe has the best hope for establishing world peace; It is
not intended as a scholarly masterpiece though it reveals respect for academia. Yet some scholarly works of academia may be the primary cause of
contemporary tragic consequences. This book is inclusive of 79 years of living.
The Clergy in Khaki CreateSpace
Ronit Stahl traces the ways the U.S. military struggled with, encouraged, and regulated religious pluralism and scrambled to handle the nation’s deep religious, racial, and
political complexity. Just as the state relied on religion to sanction combat missions and sanctify war deaths, so too did religious groups seek validation as American faiths.
Serving Two Masters Penguin
An approachable overview of the nature, purpose, and functional roles of chaplaincy Chaplaincy is unlike any other kind of ministry. It involves
working outside a church, without a congregation, usually in a secular organization. It requires ministering to those with starkly different religious
convictions, many of whom may never enter a house of worship. It is, as Alan Baker writes, “ministry in motion.” Those who are embarking
upon this unique and specialized call deserve equally unique and specialized guidance, and Foundations of Chaplaincy offers exactly that. Baker
surveys the biblical and theological foundations of chaplaincy before enumerating four specific responsibilities and skills that define chaplaincy’s
“ministry of presence”: providing, facilitating, caring, and advising. Baker’s thorough guidance on these matters is supplemented in sidebars
with practical advice and anecdotes from over thirty chaplains currently serving in a variety of settings and organizations. Chaplains who serve in
healthcare, the military, correctional institutions, police and fire departments, sports teams, college campuses, and corporations have essential roles
to play in their respective organizations, but theirs is rarely an easy calling. With Foundations of Chaplaincy as an introduction and an ongoing
reference, those called to this important vocation may be assured of having the tools they need to cultivate a strong, mission-driven pastoral identity
rooted in their own theological tradition while simultaneously participating in a multi-faith team.
Navy Supervisory Chaplains Conference Stackpole Books
For both the Union and Confederate soldiers, religion was the greatest sustainer of morale in the Civil War, and faith was a refuge in times of need. Guarding
and guiding the spiritual well-being of the fighters, the army chaplain was a voice of hope and reason in an otherwise chaotic military existence. The clerics'
duties did not end after Sunday prayers; rather, many ministers could be found performing daily regimental duties, and some even found their way onto fields
of battle.
Military Chaplains in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Beyond Universal-Publishers
British army chaplains have not fared well in the mythology of the First World War. Like its commanders they have often been characterized as embodiments
of ineptitude and hypocrisy. Yet, just as historians have reassessed the motives and performance of British generals, this collection offers fresh insights into the
war record of British chaplains. Drawing on the expertise of a dozen academic researchers, the collection offers an unprecedented analysis of the subject that
embraces military, political, religious and imperial history. The volume also benefits from the professional insights of chaplains themselves, several of its
contributors being serving or former members of the Royal Army Chaplains’ Department. Providing the fullest and most objective study yet published, it
demonstrates that much of the post-war hostility towards chaplains was driven by political, social or even denominational agendas and that their critics often
overlooked the positive contribution that chaplains made to the day-to-day struggles of soldiers trying to cope with the appalling realities of industrial warfare
and its aftermath. As the most complete study of the subject to date, this collection marks a major advance in the historiography of the British army, of the
British churches and of British society during the First World War, and will appeal to researchers in a broad range of academic disciplines.
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Chaplaincy Chalice Press
Men of God, Men of War tells the stories of chaplains who have served in America’s wars. In his exploration of military chaplaincy, author Robert Doyle poses questions
about their brand of service to the United States. He examines the complexities of the chaplains’ vocation—the types of services they performed, the roles they assumed in
combat and as prisoners of war, and how they interacted with the military personnel they served and supported. Doyle explores the high price many paid for their
commitment to their unique type of service. Doyle illuminates the histories of chaplains who did their duty selflessly to God, to their country, to the soldiers, sailors,
Marines, and airmen with whom they found themselves in very dire circumstances over the past three hundred years. Chaplains throughout American history have served
bravely and selflessly at home and in the field, both under fire and “behind the wire.” Chaplains served as sources of motivation, inspiration, and peace for military
personnel in times of hardship, especially in captivity. Doyle illustrates that while they are now treated as non-combatants, chaplains’ vital role as leaders cannot be
underestimated or understated. Men of God, Men of War examines how chaplains performed under fire in hostile environments, beginning with the Revolutionary War
through the war on terror in Iraq and Afghanistan. The chaplains of the Revolution were patriots first, soldiers second, and men of God third. From the Civil War to
modern times, these men gave hope to the hopeless, absolution to those soldiers who stood before their Maker before battles, and faith in themselves and their comrades so
necessary for men in combat. Doyle’s research shows that military chaplains have always remained necessary to men at war, even in a modern secular military.
Chaplains of the United States Army AuthorHouse
Chaplain Richard M. Budd has made a welcome, concise, well written and researched contribution to an overlooked chapter in chaplain history.
Anyone interested in gaining a better understanding of how the professional and fully institutionalized chaplaincy of today's military came about
would do well by consulting Budd's book." --Bradley L. Carter, On Point. Military chaplains have a long and distinguished tradition in the United
States, but historians have typically ignored their vital role in ministering to the needs of soldiers and sailors. Richard M. Budd corrects this
omission with a thoughtful history of the chaplains who sought to create a viable institutional structure for themselves within the U.S. Army and
Navy that would best enable them to minister to the fighting men. Despite the chaplaincy's long history of accompanying American armies into
battle, there has never been consensus on its role within the military, among the churches, or even among chaplains themselves. Each of these
constituencies has had its own vision for chaplains, and these ideas have evolved with changing social conditions and military growth. Moreover,
chaplains, acting as members of one profession operating within the specific environment of another, raised questions of whether they could or
should integrate themselves into the military. In effect they had to learn to serve two institutional masters, the church and the government,
simultaneously. Budd provides a history of the struggle of chaplains to professionalize their ranks and to obtain a significant measure of autonomy
within the military's bureaucratic structure--always with the ultimate goal of more efficiently bringing their spiritual message to the troops.
The United States Army Chaplaincy Stackpole Books
The first scholarly evaluation of the contemporary US military chaplain corps, and the first to offer not only political and military but also
theological analysis, Religion in Uniform shows why the military’s chaplaincy is a failing public project, and what Americans can do about it.
Military Chaplains and Religious Diversity Rowman & Littlefield
The role of military chaplains has changed over the past decade as Western militaries have deployed to highly religious environments such as East
Africa, Afghanistan, and Iraq. U.S. military chaplains, who are by definition non-combatants, have been called upon by their war-fighting
commanders to take on new roles beyond providing religious services to the troops. Chaplains are now also required to engage the local citizenry
and provide their commanders with assessments of the religious and cultural landscape outside the base and reach out to local civilian clerics in
hostile territory in pursuit of peace and understanding. In this edited volume, practitioners and scholars chronicle the changes that have happened
in the field in the twenty-first century. Using concrete examples, this volume takes a critical look at the rapidly changing role of the military
chaplain, and raises issues critical to U.S. foreign and national security policy and diplomacy.
The Navy Chaplain Harvard University Press
As U.S. soldiers battle terrorists around the globe, Americans--from Main Street to Hollywood--are viewing the military with a renewed respect. Now comes
an exciting biographical collection of a vital, but often overlooked, member of the military: the Christian chaplain. Featuring the stories of Timothy Dwight,
grandson of Jonathan Edwards and Revolutionary War chaplain; E. M. Bounds, the famed theologian who served as a Confederate army chaplain; George
Fox, one of the "Immortal Chaplains" of the U.S.A.T. Dorchester; and Robert Preston Taylor, who willingly suffered with his men in a Japanese prison camp,
For God and Country will stir readers with the courage of these specially called ministers of the gospel.
Military Ministry Naval Institute Press
In World War II, more than twelve thousand Protestant ministers, Catholic priests, and Jewish rabbis joined the Chaplain Corps. They were men of faith under fire. And
they would charge straight into Hell to save the soul of a single soldier⋯ Representing America’s three major religious traditions, volunteers from across the country
enlisted as noncombatant commissioned officers to provide spiritual strength and guidance for those fighting men who never knew if they were going to survive. Armed
only with Bibles, Torahs, and the tools of their holy trade, these men of God went wherever the troops went. They prayed over men about to go into combat on land, at sea,
and in the air. And, most important and difficult of all, they guided fallen fighting men of every faith as they breathed their last, and gave up their lives in the fight against
tyranny. These are the personal stories of some of the bravest and most selfless men who served with the armed forces. Many lost their lives or suffered debilitating wounds
as they strived to keep the military personnel spiritually awake, morally fit—and prepared to make the journey from this world to the next without fear or despair, and with
the trust of the Almighty in their hearts. INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
Serve God and Country as an Army Chaplain U of Nebraska Press
The church is called to provide clergy for the military. Seminaries educate and prepare students. But there are complexities, controversies, and criticisms.
Many seminary and college professors have no experience in the military. Understanding these dilemmas, Paul Linzey and Keith Travis created a much-
needed resource. They both have mentored hundreds of chaplains, pastors, and ministerial students. The result is a comprehensive book about serving as a
military chaplain in the twenty-first century. Drawing from their experience as chaplain, professor, endorsing agent, and chief of Army chaplain recruiting,
they provide a professional resource for anyone interested in ministry to people in the military. Their records, qualifications, and expertise combine to provide
a comprehensive, passionate, and authoritative look at serving as a chaplain in today’s military. The book is well-researched, true to real life, and up-to-date.
It is unparalleled in scope.
American Army Chaplaincy The Minerva Group, Inc.
Coming home from military service is a process of reconnection and reintegration that is best engaged within a compassionate community. There are almost 20 million
veterans and service members living in the United States, including more than one million Americans deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan since 2001. Post-war life can be
challenging unless there are communities responding with compassion and hospitality. How churches welcome and respond will be critical to the well-being of our nation's
veterans, their families, our local communities, and our nation. Zachary Moon, a commissioned military chaplain, has seen the unique challenges for those adjusting to post-
war life. In this book, he prepares congregations to mobilize a receptive and restorative ministry with military service members and their families. Designed to be accessible
to both clergy and laypersons, this is an ideal resource for individuals or small groups interested in addressing the opportunities and challenges facing veterans and their
families. Discussion questions and other resources included will help support small-group dialogue and community building.
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